
Biotech 1 &2  “Employee Contract”

Welcome to Biotechnology 1&2.  This course is designed to get you ready for the 
workforce in Biotechnology.  This class is the beginning of a career pathway.  Thus 
the goals and expectations are different than most high school courses.
Goals:

 Experience the scientific processes used in the Biotech industry; 
experimental design, use of equipment, data analysis and interpretation, 
critical thinking and communication.

 Gain general knowledge of the structure and functions of the Biotech Industry.
 Develop organizational skills, good business practices and self- reliance.

Requirements:
Be present and prompt to class every day!  (personal electronics put away unless being used in the lab)
Develop Standard Laboratory Operating Procedures (SLOP) with at least 80%competency.
Maintain a legal scientific notebook, organized binder and placement portfolio.

Class Procedures:
You are to be in class (at work), seated, with materials ready to work when the bell rings.
You need to have; 1. Lab note book, 2. Binder 3. Black Pen, 4. Metric Ruler, 5. Calculator
You are to follow the directions of the instructor the First Time.
You are to use all equipment correctly, safely and as directed.
You are to participate in all labs and discussion.
You are to take notes and maintain an organized binder.
You are expected to keep your work area clean and organized.  
The lab work and teacher dismisses you, NOT the Bell.

Evaluation
Since Biotech 1-2 is to get you ready for the work force, you will be evaluated in a fashion 
similar to the evaluations used in industry.  Your evaluation (grade) and continued 
participation is based on the following:

1. Attendance/Promptness = 10%  (if you are absent you must make up time within 1 week)
2. Record-Keeping = 20% (scientific note book and binder)
3. Participation = 20% (effort and skill with equipment and techniques)
4. Process/Content= 50% (tests, lab skills)

Absences must be made up with in one week at a schedule time = Tues. Wed. Lunch
Each absence DOES affect your grade.  
You may only have 4 absences for the whole semester.  

I have read and agree to the terms of my “employee contract” and I will 
work to the best of my ability to contribute positively to this class.

________________________________________ ____________________________ ____________
sign print     date


